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Abstract
Domain configurationhas been studied bymagnetic forcemicroscopy andmicromagnetic simulations in
NdCohoneycomb lattices in comparisonwith similar patterned structuresmade of polycrystallineCo.
The change inmaterial anisotropy from in-plane toweakperpendicularmagnetic anisotropy (wPMA)
modifies the basic domain structure and relevant topological defects in themagnetization in each case:
from in-planedomains, vortices, antivortices andhalf vortices inCo lattices to parallel stripe patternswith
dislocations inNdCo sampleswith large enough thickness. A characteristic feature ofwPMAmaterials is
the possibility to drive the system from in-plane to stripe pattern configurationplayingwith sample
thickness (during growth)orwithmagnetic anisotropy (as a functionof temperature). It has allowedus to
observe complexmagnetic textureswithin the stripe patternofNdCo samples imprinted fromprevious
magnetic vortex and antivortex states that nucleatewithin the honeycomb lattice during the early stages of
deposition and, then, become frozenby local rotatable anisotropy as sample thickness increases.

1. Introduction

Topological defects are a key to understanding global properties inmany different condensedmatter systems
with long range order: linear and point defects such as dislocations, disclinations, vortices or antivorticesmay
appear in such different systems as ferroelectrics, nematics, superconductors or ferromagneticmaterials [1–4].
Chiral exchange interactions inmagnetism allow the nucleation ofmagnetic skyrmions in non-
centrosymmetricmaterials [5, 6] and inmagneticmultilayers [7–9]. These textures present an enhanced
topological stability thatmakes themvery suitable formagnetic recording applications and logic devices
[10–12]. Individualmagnetic textures such as artificial skyrmions andmerons can also be nucleated via domain
imprinting in exchange coupledmultilayers playingwith geometry, in-plane and out-of-plane anisotropy layers
or antiferromagnetic couplings [13–19]. In the case ofmagnetic nanostructures with in-planemagnetic
anisotropy,magnetic vortices and edge half vortices are themost relevant topological defects needed to
understandmagnetization reversal [20] in nanowires [21] and bifurcations [22]. Also, infilmswith ordered
arrays of antidots [23] or honeycomb lattices [24], it has been shown that vortexwall propagation can be
controlled through the configuration of edge half vortices.

Magnetic filmswithweak perpendicularmagnetic anisotropy (wPMA), such as amorphousNdCo alloy
layers, display an equilibriumdomain structure consisting of parallel stripe domains for large enough thickness
[25]: themagnetization performs aweak out-of-plane oscillation around the average in-planemagnetization
direction (see sketch infigure 1(a)) resulting in a periodic stripe pattern. Themost common topological defects
in these systems aremagnetic dislocations (see figure 1(b)). Each dislocation is composed of a stripe bifurcation
next to a stripe end-point, i.e. it is a so-called disclination dipole [26, 27]. In continuous films, dislocations
appear randomly depending onmagnetic history but, in patterned samples, it is possible to nucleate them at
predefined positions playingwith thicknessmodulations in a certain range of in-planemagnetic fields [28]. Also,
stripe pattern dislocations are the preferred loci for nucleation of non-collinearmeron textures [29] and
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magnetic vortex–antivortex pairs during in-planemagnetization reversal [30]. Disorder in the system
transforms the parallel stripe pattern into a labyrinth configuration, characterized by the dissociation of
dislocations into free disclinations and the loss of orientational order [26, 27].

Tomove beyond dislocations and disclinations inwPMAmaterials, alternative strategies would be required,
and they have only begun to be explored. This has been done, for example, by the application of out-of-plane
magnetic fields in order to drive a transition from stripe pattern to dipolar skyrmion in amorphous Fe/Gd
multilayers [31]. Other possibilities could be based in domain imprinting, as it is often done inmultilayers that
combine in-plane and out-of-plane anisotropy layers [16], or in geometrical confinement by sample patterning
[32]. This last route has proved particularly interesting in the field of artificial spin ice systems [24, 33–35], in
which the combination of confinement and frustration in complex geometries has been successfully used to
nucleate high energy topological defects. For example, in honeycomb latticesmade of in-planemagnetic
anisotropymaterials, such as permalloy or Co, complex combinations of transverse walls andmagnetic half
vortices have been observed at lattice nodes, stabilized by topological repulsion and global lattice disorder [35].

In this work, we have studied different processes for the nucleation of non-collinearmagnetic textures in
honeycomb lattices ofNdCo alloys withwirewidth of the order of a few stripe domain periods, in comparison
with in-plane anisotropyCo lattices of similar geometry. The presence of awPMAanisotropy in thematerial
implies additional ingredients thatmust be considered besides the usual shape anisotropy andZeeman energy
that governmagnetic nanostructures with in-plane anisotropy: (1) the relevant length scale inwPMAmaterials
is determined by stripe domain periodΛ, of the order of 100–200 nmdepending on sample thickness [28];
(2) in-plane easy axis can be tuned by the last saturatingfield direction (i.e. they display rotatablemagnetic
anisotropy [36]); and (3) edge effects controlmagnetic stripe pattern orientation close to sample boundaries
(i.e. energy isminimized for both normal and parallel orientation of stripe domains near the sample edge
[37, 38]), as recently shown inNdCo samples patternedwith hexagonal antidot arrays [39].

During isothermalmagnetization reversal processes, rotatable anisotropy and edge effects dominate the
magnetic behavior favoring parallel stripe patternswith a small amount ofmagnetic dislocations. Amore
interesting scenario appears when the samples are driven through the in-plane to stripe domain transition
characteristic of wPMAmaterials when thickness increases above a critical value (tc). This can be done either
during sample growth (as grown state) or by thermal tuning of themagnetic anisotropy. Then, it is possible to
observe complex non-collinearmagnetic textures with in-plane configuration imprinted from in-plane
magnetic vortices and antivortices with the addition of an out-of-plane oscillating component. These textures
are configured by frustration and geometrical confinement when the system is in the low thickness or low
anisotropy in-planemagnetization state. Then, asfilm thickness or out-of-plane anisotropy increase, local
magnetization configuration of themagnetic texture is imprinted into the stripe pattern and stabilized by
rotatable anisotropy resulting in the corresponding topological defect.

2. Experimental

Twoseries of analogous honeycombarrayswere fabricated eitherwithCo (in-plane anisotropy)orNdCo (wPMA)
in order to compare the effect ofmaterial anisotropy in sampleswith the same geometry and similar saturation
magnetizationMS. Briefly, thedesired arrayswere fabricated by a combinationof e-beam lithography and lift-off

Figure 1. (a) Sketch ofmagnetizationwithin stripe domain pattern.Λ indicates stripe pattern period. (b)MFM image of typical stripe
domain pattern in continuousNdCo film at remanence. Y indicates a dislocationwithin the stripe pattern. Arrowmarks the direction
of the last appliedfield.
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onSi(100) substrates as reported before [40]. Eachhoneycombarray iswritten by theperiodic repetition of a
simple unit cell (shown infigure 2(a))over an area of 100 μm×100 μmonaPMMAcovered Si substrate. Basic
array geometrical dimensions are given bybarwidth (D) and length (L), which are varied in the range 0.4–4 μm,
with aspect ratioα=L/D in the range 1–4 inorder to explore different regimes for the nucleationofmagnetic
textures in the system.Area size (100 μm×100 μm)was chosen to include a large enoughnumber of honeycomb
unit cells tominimize border effects on collective dynamics in the spin ice regime [41]. Several arrayswith different
geometrical parameters arewritten in the sameSi substrate, separated by500 μmdistance from their neighbors, in
order to ensure reproducibility of the samemagnetic history in thedifferent arrays studied.

To prepare honeycomb lattices ofmagneticmaterial with in-planemagnetic anisotropy, a 40 nmCo layer
was grown by sputtering on the lithographed samples. Then, the final Co nanostructures were obtained by lift-
off in acetone, as shown infigures 2(b), (c). wPMAhoneycomb lattices were fabricatedwith a similar procedure
with the deposition of a 60 nm thick layer ofNdCo5 alloy from co-sputtering of two individualNd andCo
targets [28]. Sample thickness is chosen to be above the critical thickness for nucleation of stripe domains in this
material, which is of the order of 45 nmat room temperature [42]. Sample was rotated continuously during the
deposit in order to preclude in-plane anisotropies. A typical NdCo nanostructure is shown infigure 2(d).

Themagnetic behavior of each honeycomb arraywas characterized bymagnetic forcemicroscopy (MFM)
with aNanotec™ atomic forcemicroscope andNanosensors™PPP-MFMRcantilevers with spring constant
3 Nm−1 [28].MFM imageswere obtained using the dynamical retracemode inwhich themagnetic signal is
acquired in a retrace scan at a 50 nm lift height following the topography profile acquired previously. The arrays
were always imaged at remanence, with differentmagnetic histories: as grown, in-planemagnetizedwith the
fieldH parallel to one of the arrays bar axis (longitudinal configuration) or in-planemagnetizedwith thefieldH
perpendicular to one of the arrays bar axis (transverse configuration). Themaximum in-plane field in each
magnetization process was 0.55 T.

MFM images were comparedwithmicromagnetic simulations performedwith the finite difference code
MuMax3 [43], with a discretization into cells of dimensions of 7×7×3 nm3.MuView codewas used for
visualization.Material parameters forNdConanostructures at room temperature wereMS=106 Am−1,
A=0.5×10−11 J m−1,KN=105 J m−3, as reported before [19]. The lattice was simulated using periodic
boundary conditions over space, so that the unit cells are repeated 20×15 times in the longitudinal and
transverse directions, respectively. The size of the repeated unit blocks varied froma simple unit as infigure 2(a)
to a set of 4×3 hexagonal cells. The simulationswere also performed in the absence of periodic boundary
conditions, with very similar qualitative results in the observed domain configurations andmagnetic textures.

3. Results and discussion

3.1.Ordered states: parallel and transverse remanence
MFM images of the remanent configuration of Co honeycomb arrays are shown infigure 3 after saturating the
sample either in the longitudinal (H parallel to bar axis) or transverse (H perpendicular to bar axis) direction.
The longitudinal configuration corresponds to amagnetic easy axis and is shown infigure 3(a). Bar intersections
appear as white (or black) contrast triangular regions. This image is consistent with a pseudo spin ice
configuration inwhich each bar is in a single dipole state [33, 34]with themagnetization parallel to the bar axis
and orientation closest to the applied field direction [33]. As sketched by thin arrows infigures 3(a), (b), a white

Figure 2. (a)Unit patternof honeycomb lattice, periodically replicatedby e-beam lithographyona 100 μm×100 μmarea. Sketchof
vertical bar dimensions: width (D) and length (L). (b) Scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) image ofCo arraywithD=0.8 μm
L=2.1 μm; (c) SEM imageof a detail of the array in (b); (d) SEM image of aNdCo5 arraywithD=0.4 μmand L=1.2 μm.
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(black) intersection corresponds to a 1-in/2-out (or 2-in/1-out) configuration. The detailedmicromagnetic
configuration at each intersection is governed by the need tominimizemagnetostatic energywith the
magnetization parallel to sample boundaries [20]. Singular points appear whenever the localmagnetization
meets head to head (or tail to tail) along the border. These points are the nuclei of edge half vortices as defined by
Tchernyshyov andChern [20] (see triangles infigure 3(b))with fractional topological index−1/2 calculated
from the rotation of themagnetization at the sample boundary [20, 24]. At longitudinal remanence, white/black
contrast regions are arranged in interleaving hexagonal lattices and there is a pair of edge half vortices at each
hexagonal hole of the honeycomb lattice [24], indicated by black/white triangles infigures 3(a), (b). They are
located at opposite hole sides, determined by the orientation of the average remanentmagnetization.

The transverse remanence state is shown infigure 3(c) and corresponds to amagnetic hard axis of the
honeycomb array. In this case, bars closest to the saturatingfield orientation keep the single dipole character (see
thin arrows in figure 3(c)) organized in zig–zag chains that oscillate around the transverse direction.However,
bars transverse to the saturatingfieldmay break up into domains (see dotted rectangle infigure 3(c)) creating
complexmultidomain structures. Their role is to resolvemagnetic frustration between chains without raising
magnetostatic energy. They are composed of ‘square units’made of vortices of alternating chirality at the bar
center and half vortices at the edge (see figures 3(d)–(f)). Vortices and half vortices are linked by 90°walls, i.e.
domainwalls inwhich themagnetization rotates by 90° (marked by dashed lines infigure 3(e)). This
configurationminimizesmagnetostatic energy and is characterized by the presence of small transverse domains
with rhomboid shape (see figure 3(e)).

The number of units that fit in a given bar is a function of its geometrical dimensionsD and L. As the aspect
ratio increases, a larger number of these ‘square units’willfit in a transverse bar. It is interesting to note that the
total winding number (as defined in [20]) of the ‘square unit’ shown infigure 3(e) is zero. It ismade of two half
vortices withw(edge half vortex)=−1/2, and one vortexwithw(vortex)=1 (since the two vortices shown in
figure 3(e) are shared between neighboring units), so thatw(square unit)=1+2×(−1/2)=0. Thus, the
total winding number of the transverse bar is always the same, independently of the number of domains, just
fixed by the boundary conditions of parallelmagnetization at both ends of the bar (i.e. a total 360° rotation). For

Figure 3.Magnetization configuration of Cohoneycomb array at remanence after longitudinal and transverse saturation (D=1 μm,
L=2 μm): (a)MFM image at longitudinal remanence; (b) sketch ofmagnetization configuration around−1/2 edge half vortices
(indicated as triangles) and their location at the honeycomb lattice intersections in the longitudinal remanence state; (c)MFM
image of transverse remanence; (d) zoomof dotted region in (c) showing a detail ofmagnetic configuration in a transverse bar;
(e)micromagnetic simulation of Co bar with transversemagnetization (equivalent to square dotted region in (d)): a ‘square unit’ is
formedmade up of two vortices of opposite chirality (marked by small pentagons) and two edge half vortices (marked by small
triangles) linked by 90° domainwalls (marked by dashed lines). Note that the different shapes used tomark topological defects are
guides to the eye, unrelated to the symmetry of themagnetic textures; (f) sketch ofmagnetization configuration and topological
defects in (d)with two vortices at the bar center and six half vortices at domainwall intersections at the bar edge.
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example, in the domain structure shown infigure 3(f) there are two vortices and six half vortices, so the total
winding number isw=2×1+6×(−1/2)=−1. This is the samewinding number as the single domain
bars with two edge half vortices shown infigure 3(b) (w=2×(−1/2)=−1), making both structures
topologically equivalent. Thesemultidomain structures were also observed in other Co honeycomb arrayswith
dimensions (D=1.5 μm, L=4.5 μm), (D=2.2μm, L=4.3 μm) and (D=1.3 μm, L=2.3 μm). In all the
cases, the total winding numberwas the same (w=−1), but with a different number of rhomboid units
depending on bar length and aspect ratio. Itmust be noted that, in this range of array geometrical parameters,
multidomain structures are themost commonmagnetic configuration for transverse bars at the transverse
remanent state (between 50%and 90%of cases).

For aNdCo5 honeycomb latticewith similar geometrical dimensions (figure 4),MFM images reveal a
magnetic configuration composed of parallel stripe domains. Stripe pattern period isΛ=180 nm,which is
comparable to 1 μmbarwidth (about 5 to 6 stripe periods fit within each bar). The observed behavior is quite
different fromCo arrays: both in the longitudinal and transverse remanent states the stripe pattern ismainly
aligned along the last saturating field direction, in agreementwithmicromagnetic simulations (figures 4(c), (d)).
One of the reasons for these differences is rotatable anisotropy inwPMAmaterials [36] that creates a field-
dependent strong easy-axis and favorsmagnetization orientation along the last saturation field. The second one
is related to edge effects of the stripe domain pattern. Energy can beminimized both for parallel and
perpendicular stripe orientation at the sample edge [37]. Then, taking into account that the average in plane
magnetization component of the stripe pattern is always along the stripes (figure 1(a)), both factors contribute to
the observed configuration. At remanence, stripes andmagnetization are, on average, aligned along the last
saturationfield. They only turn slightly at sample edges tomeet them either parallel or transverse (approximately
in a 400 nm range from edge). A consequence of themore homogenous in-planemagnetization orientation is
that the typical vortex/half vortex configurations of theCo honeycomb arrays disappear and local

Figure 4.Magnetic configuration ofNdCo honeycomb arrays at remanence after longitudinal and transverse saturation (D=1 μm,
L=2 μm)with stripe pattern of periodΛ=150–160 nm: (a)MFM image at longitudinal remanence, (b)MFM image at transverse
remanence;micromagnetic simulation ofNdCo array at (c) longitudinal and (d) transverse remanence. Circles in (b)mark the
position of some dislocationswithin the stripe domain pattern. Thin arrows indicate localmagnetization orientation and thick arrows
last saturating field direction.
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magnetization deviations are resolvedwith the nucleation of dislocations within the periodic stripe pattern (see
circles infigures 4(a), (b)).

3.2.Disordered states: as-grown remanence
A traditional technique to explore disordered structures in artificial spin ice systemswith in-plane
magnetization is to study samples in as-grown configuration [44–46]. The smaller thickness of the sample
during the fabrication process allows the system to explore a different energy region (with higher effective
temperature) that becomes frozen as sample thickness increases. This enhanced disorder clearly shows up in the
MFM images of Co andNdCohoneycomb arrays in the as grown state (figure 5). In cobalt arrays,multidomain
behavior is obtained again (see figures 5(a), (b)) very similar to the transverse remanence images infigure 3(c).
We observe amixture of double-vortex bars equivalent to the configuration infigure 3(d) (indicated by pairs of
pentagons infigures 5(f), (g)), vortex–antivortex bars (indicated by a square and a pentagon at the left of
figure 5(f)) and single domain bars bounded by pairs of half vortices indicated as triangles infigure 5(g). In the
multidomain bars, additional half vortices appear at the sample edges (not indicated infigures 5(f), (g) for
clarity), so that the total winding number of each bar is kept constant atw=−1.

In the as-grownNdCo5 arrays (figures 5(c)–(e)), themagnetic configuration ismuch richer than in the
transverse and longitudinal remanence states with non-trivialmagnetic structures, such as concentric circles,
spiral stripes, free bifurcations and end-points or sharp stripe turns (some of these structures are highlighted in
figures 5(h)–(j)). These curved domain patterns can be understood as contour lines for the in-plane
magnetization configuration in the system [26].

This is a consequence of the Bloch character of domainwalls that separate up/down stripe domains (i.e. in-
planemagnetization is tangent to the lines that separate black/white stripes in theMFM images). Then, the set of
concentric circlesmarked by pentagons infigure 5, could correspond to the contour lines of an in-plane vortex
(similar to those found in theCo honeycomb arrays) butwith the addition of an out-of-plane component due to
the presence of themagnetic stripe pattern. Then, the black (orwhite) circular domains at the ‘vortex core’
should be skyrmion-like textures composed of an in-plane vortex and an out-of-plane polarity change. Two
skyrmion-like textures can be seen inside the vertical bar infigure 5(c) (marked by two pentagons infigure 5(h)).
This pair of textures resembles the double-vortex structure sketched infigure 3(d) (and also observed in
figures 5(a), (b)) as they share a very similar in-planemagnetization configurationmade of two neighboring
rotating regions. Themain differences appear in the bar section in between the two vortices (or the two
skyrmion-like objects): instead of the transverse rhomboid domains typical of Co samples, the two sets of
concentric circles in theNdCo image are separated by a set of parallel stripes transverse to barwidth. This can be
attributed to the different boundary conditions for in-plane andwPMAmaterials: edge half vortices appear in
Co bars to force a parallelmagnetization configuration along sample borders; however, inwPMANdCo energy
can also beminimizedwith a stripe pattern normal to sample edge.

In the upper part of the bar, a single bifurcation of awhite stripe is observed (marked by a triangle in
figure 5(h)). In the classification of topological defects within the stripe pattern [26], a free bifurcation (or a free
stripe end-point) corresponds to a defect with a fractional topological number, so called−½disclination (or
+1/2 disclination). A dislocationwithin the stripe pattern is composed of a bifurcation bounded to a stripe end-
point (i.e. a disclination dipole), resulting in a defect with an integer topological index (Burgers vector given by
the stripe pattern period) [26]. InwPMAmaterials, free disclinations are not confined to sample boundaries in
spite of their fractional topological index (in contrast with half vortices in theCo honeycomb arrays) and their
presence is associatedwith the loss of long range orientational order within the stripe pattern and the transition
to a labyrinth configuration [26]. Pairs of triangles at the bottomoffigure 5(i) and at the right offigure 5(j)
correspond to dissociated disclination dipoles. These high energy configurations usually appear in the stripe
pattern to accommodate strong deviations from the parallel uniform state, and they are observed here at high
curvature regions of the stripe pattern. At some bar intersections we also observe ‘undulation instabilities’ of the
stripe pattern [27], marked as dashed lines infigure 5, that appear relatedwith in-plane domainwalls as observed
in theCo honeycomb arrays.More complex defects appear in the systemby non-standard combinations of½
disclinations: stripe spirals,marked by rhombs infigures 5(i), (j), are a combination of a black and awhite end-
points (two+1/2 disclinations) that rotate around each other; and a stripe saddle point can be seen in
figures 5(e) and (j), marked by a square, which is a combination of two black bifurcations (two−1/2
disclinations).

3.3. Thermal imprinting of complex topological defects:micromagnetic simulations
It is reasonable to think that the complex domain configurations observed in the as-grown states offigure 5 are
formed in the early stages of depositionwith smallfilm thickness and, then, they become frozen asfilm thickness
increases. Particularly, in the case of wPMAmaterials, film thickness t plays an important role in the interplay
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betweenmagnetostatic energy½μ0MS
2 and out-of-plane anisotropyKN: for t below a critical thickness tc,

magnetostatic energy dominates and themagnetic behavior is equivalent to in-plane anisotropymaterials [25]
whereas the stripe pattern only nucleates for t>tc. In general, tc depends on the ratio ofKN/½μ0MS

2 [25],
which is strongly temperature dependent inNdCo alloys [47, 48]. Then, a possible route to drive the transition
from in-plane to stripe pattern configuration is to increase film thickness at constant temperature (i.e. during
sample growth). Another possibility, once that thefilmhas been grown, would be to reduce themeasurement
temperature at constant thickness in order to decrease tc below t. ForNdCo5 alloys, a 30 K temperature decrease

Figure 5.MFM images of honeycomb arrays in as-grown configuration (1 μmbarwidth): (a), (b)Cobalt arrays exhibiting
multidomain structures and (c)–(e)NdCo5 arrayswith analogous configurations; (f)–(j) are the same images with topological defects
indicated as pentagons (vortices), squares (antivortices), ½ disclinations (triangles) and spirals (rhombs). Dashed lines indicate
‘undulation’ instabilities of the stripe pattern. Note that the different shapes used tomark topological defects are guides to the eye,
unrelated to the symmetry of themagnetic textures.
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from330 to 300 K implies an order ofmagnitude increase inKN [47], which should be enough to change the
magnetic behavior from in-plane to stripe pattern in the 60 nm thickfilms considered in this work.

In order to test this hypothesis, we have performed a set ofmicromagnetic simulations in 60 nm thick
honeycomb arrays with varyingKN to drive the transition from in-planemagnetization to stripe pattern
configuration. For each array a similar procedure was carried out: starting froma random seed, we let the system
achieve equilibriumwith a highKN=105 J m−3; then,KN is reduced in one order ofmagnitude and energy is
minimized again (whichwould be equivalent to heating the samples 30 K above room temperature). Figure 6(a)
shows a typicalmagnetization configuration obtained in this lowKN state, which is very similar to the
experimental configuration observed in as-grownCo arrays: several bars are broken inmultidomain states with
different combinations of in-plane vortices and half vortices (the detailed spin configuration of two vortices,
labelled as V1 andV2 is displayed at the lower part offigure 6(a)). Then, taking this lowKNmicromagnetic
configuration as a starting point, out-of-plane anisotropy is increased to its room temperature value (so that tc
decreases belowfilm thickness) and theminimumenergy domain configuration is calculated again. The result of
this procedure is shown infigure 5(b): the honeycomb array displays a stripe pattern that follows the local in-
planemagnetic orientations given by the previous lowKN domain structure, very similar to the as grown stripe
patterns observed infigure 5, indicating that rotatable anisotropy has acted on a local scale to ‘freeze’ in-plane
domains and translate them into the stripe domain configuration.

The addition of the out-of-plane oscillatingmagnetization of the stripe pattern transforms in planemagnetic
vortices into different kinds of skyrmion-like bubbles. For example, vortexV1 in figure 6(a) gives rise to a small
circular bubble inside a set of concentric stripes infigure 6(b): at the center we find a small texturewith the same
in-plane chirality as V1, butwith a full rotation in the out-of-planemagnetization component from+Mz to –Mz

(i.e. with a skyrmion like configuration) and size given by the lateral stripe pattern periodicity (see detailsmarked
by hollow pentagons infigures 6(b) and 5(h)–(j)). Vortex V2 shows a different transformation path that leads
into a stripe domain spiral (see rhomb in figure 6(b))with rotation sense given by the original in-plane vortex
chirality. At the spiral center, the rotatingwhite stripe is pinched resulting in a partially detached bubble.
Pinching of a stripe end-point has been shown to create skyrmion bubbles in trilayers [9] and, recently, Garanin
et al [49] have shown that, in centrosymmetric crystals, skyrmion-like objects can detach from stripe domains
aided by Bloch lines inside domainwalls. Thus, this could be the origin of the small circular domains observed
inside some of the spiral stripes offigures 5(i), (j).

The skyrmionic numbersQ (as defined in [49, 50]) of the observed textures have been estimated from the
micromagnetic simulations. At the lowKN state depicted infigure 5(a),Q is in the rangeQ≈0.4–0.5 for V1 and
V2, as expected formagnetic vortices [49]. At the highKN state depicted infigure 5(b), skyrmionic numbers
increase up toQ≈0.8–0.9 due to the enhancement of out-of-planemagnetization components, confirming
their skyrmion-like character.

Figure 6.Micromagnetic simulations of disordered states in the same honeycomb arraywith differentKN: (a) vortex states with in-
planemagnetization:KN=104 J m−3 and t<tc; (b) equivalent pattern to (a)withweak stripe pattern:KN=105 J m−3 and t>tc.
Bottompanels are details of themicromagnetic spin configuration inV1 andV2 in the low and highKN states. (c)Vortex–antivortex
pair with t<tc. (d)Equivalent spin configuration to (c) for t>tc.
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Finally, figures 6(d), (e) show the transformation of an in-plane vortex–antivortex pair for t<tc into texture
that resembles a coupled skyrmion–antiskyrmion pair for t>tc. The antivortex in-planemagnetization saddle
point guides the nucleation of a double bifurcation in a dark stripewith skyrmionic numberQ≈−0.8.Next to
it there is a set of concentric circular stripes derived from the in-planemagnetic vortex. At the center, wefind a
partially detached circular bubble with positive skyrmionic numberQ≈0.6. This results in a very similar stripe
configuration to the onemarked by the pentagon-square pair infigure 5(j).

4. Conclusions

In summary, themagnetic configuration of honeycomb arrays has been characterized byMFM, comparing the
configurations of samples either with in-planemagnetic anisotropy (Co) orwPMA (NdCo)with similar
geometrical dimensions andmagnetic history. Ordered states appear after longitudinal and transverse
remanence characterized by a combination of single domain andmultidomain bars in theCo arrays and by
parallel stripe patternswith dislocations inNdCo arrays. On the other hand, disordered states are found in as
grown arrays: in the case of Co patterned samples, we observemultidomain structures that can be understood in
terms of simple topological defects such as vortices, antivortices and half vortices; in thewPMANdCo arrays, a
variety of skyrmion-like stripe configurations are found (concentric circles, spirals, bifurcations); they are
closely relatedwith in-plane vortices and antivortices with an additional oscillating out-of-planemagnetization
component. The comparison between the experimentalMFM images andmicromagnetic simulations shows
that the transition from in-planemagnetization to stripe domain structure inNdCo films (driven either by
thickness increase during deposition or by the temperature dependence ofKN) is at the origin of the observed
stripe configurations. It opens a route to nucleate tailoredmagnetic textures inwPMAmaterials starting from
in-planemultidomain states in a two-step process:first, an in-planemagnetic configuration is designed by
geometrical confinement and/ormagnetic historywhen the sample is in a lowKN state (i.e. with parallel
boundary conditions for themagnetization); then,KN is increased (by reducing temperature) in order to transfer
it to the stripe domain pattern as it nucleates in the film. The result would be a tuned non-collinearmagnetic
texturewith enhanced skyrmionic number due to the addition of out-of-planemagnetization components.
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